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        Welcome to The iLand Nation
    

    
        

    	
            
            
            Voluntarist Society

            
                The iLand is a global voluntarist society with the goal to 
                provide liberty and justice for all through creating an entirely
                decentralized 'government' based entirely on contractual consent.
            

            
        
	
          
            Decentralized Law 

            
                Every iLander gets to decide what law they wish to live by and then they are held accountable to their own
                standards by a court of their own choosing. The common theme of freedom and non-agression is shared by all.  
            

        
	
            
            
            Non-Violent Law Enforcement

            
                The government of The iLand Nation relies entirely on non-violent means 
                to achieve justice and eventually displace statist governments. The 
                use of violence to enforce laws is not in line with the principles of 
                consent and the non-aggression principle.  
             

             
        
	
            
            
            Surety Bond to Guarantee Good Faith

            
                Every iLander posts a Surety Bond with The iLand which provides a
                assurance that an individual will honor their contracts and
                follow the standard of law they have agreed to.  In the event of
                a dispute, this bond is available to cover some or all of the
                appropriate restitution.
             

             
        
	
            
            
            Injustice Sharing Fund

            
                iLanders cooperate to share the burden of injustice, because
                in the words of Benjamin Franklin, "We must all hang together,
                or assuredly we shall all hang separately".  Injustice can
                strike anyone at anytime and the individual costs can be quite 
                high even though the average cost is quite low.  The Injustice 
                Sharing Fund is supperior alternative to begging for donations 
                after an injustice has occurred.
            

            
        
	
          
            The iLand Passport

            
                The iLand Passport is how you identify yourself, prove your
                surety and good standing, and document your choice of laws and
                courts.  
            

        
	
          
            Empowering Creators: Join the OnlyFans Revolution

                            
                Discover the ultimate list of the 
				best onlyfans to subscribe to 
				and indulge in exclusive content like never before. 
				With OnlyFans, creators have a platform to monetize 
				their content like never before.
            

        
	
          
            The iLand Money

            
                Every society has its own money and The iLand is no different.  In keeping with
                the principle of justice, The iLand Society is based on honest money that cannot
                be counterfieted, is of fixed supply, has no counter-party risk, is not subject 
                to siesure, and enables iLanders to shun the corrupt fiat currencies and banking
                systems.  Our currency of choice is BitCoin for digital transactions or small 
                payments and physical Gold and Silver for savings and in-person transactions. However, if you're unfamiliar with cryptocurrencies like bitcoin and want to trade them with confidence, we recommend using auto trading bots like bitcoin bank. With the bitcoin bank, you can buy and sell cryptocurrencies on the open market even if you do not have any crypto trading skills or experience. You can check the bitcoin bank review to verify the credibility of the platform before getting started.
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